Join Our Network
People like you are monitoring monarchs
all over the continent—start monitoring
your milkweed patch now!
Long-term data from citizen scientists all
over North America help to provide a
more complete picture of the health of the
monarch population.

Contact Us
info@mlmp.org
612.625.8304
University of Minnesota
2003 Upper Buford Cir.
135 Skok Hall
St. Paul, MN 55108
www.mlmp.org
On Facebook:
www.facebook.com/
monarchsMLMP
On Twitter:
www.twitter.com/MLMPCitSci

Monarch Larva
Monitoring Project
Volunteers and scientists working together
to understand monarch butterfly
populations across North America
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Each dot represents a registered MLMP monitoring site. There
are over 1200 registered sites throughout the United States,
Mexico, and Canada.

Benefits of Monitoring
Collect data that will lead to a better
understanding of monarchs and more effective
conservation efforts.
Become familiar with the complex community
of organisms that call milkweed home!
Watch your site change from the beginning of
the season to the end, and from one season
to the next.

The Monarch SOS mobile app allows
access to MLMP and monarch
information while monitoring! Scan the
QR code or visit www.naturedigger.com
to learn more.

Made possible with support from the University of
Minnesota Monarch Lab, University of Minnesota
Extension, and the National Science Foundation.

Become a Monarch Monitor Today!

What is the MLMP?
The Monarch Larva Monitoring Project
(MLMP) is a citizen science project
involving volunteers from across North
America. It was developed in 1996 by
researchers at the University of
Minnesota to collect long-term data on
larval monarch populations and
milkweed habitat.
The data that you collect will be used by
researchers and conservation managers
to protect monarchs and their habitat.

How can I Participate?
Find a Site with Milkweed
Milkweed is the only plant on
which monarchs lay their eggs.
Monitor milkweed in your
backyard, a nearby park, or
anywhere that has milkweed!
Monitor
Visit your site alone or with a group
once per week. We provide
datasheets for you to record your
observations.

Who can be Involved?

Anyone can join the MLMP! Kids, adults,
youth groups, or families—monitoring
monarchs provides a fun learning experience
for all. Join other volunteers from across
North America to help us understand and
protect monarch butterflies.

Share Your Data
Submit observations online—
www.mlmp.org—and send hard
copies to scientists at the
University of Minnesota where
your data are analyzed.

“I really enjoy the weekly connection to the sites I monitor,
and find that monarchs are a real focus of my life during the
time that they're in Minnesota each year.”
-MLMP Volunteer

The overarching goal of the MLMP is
to better understand
how and why populations of
breeding monarchs change
over time.

Submit Anecdotal Observations
Anecdotal observations can be submitted by anyone.
These can be sightings of monarchs (eggs, larvae, or
adults), milkweed, or other interesting observations at
locations not registered as MLMP monitoring sites.
Share Photos, Art, or Experiences
Sign up for our monthly enewsletter to keep up with research
and share your monitoring stories
with the rest of the MLMP
community. You can also submit
photos, artwork, poetry, or even
music on our website.

“My enthusiasm to monitor, and raise
monarchs is contagious to family, friends, and
visitors. Teaching young and young-at-heart
about one of nature's magical wonders is truly
rewarding.”
-MLMP Volunteer and Trainer

Join a team of volunteers from across North American in an effort to understand monarch populations!

www.mlmp.org

